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Publishable summary
The first section of this report discusses the methodology created to build the Mobility Training Program in the
context of the RECIPROCITY project’s WP2 activities. Based on the results obtained during the WP1 activities,
we examine and summarize our goals for these activities and our means to reach these goals. We focus on
developing our methodology for three tools: the webinars, the capacity-building workshops, and the one-to-one
sessions.
In the second section of this report, we discuss the format and the program of the Mobility Missions. Four
Mobility Missions will be organized within the next months of the project, and we discuss what we aim at bringing
to participants from follower and lighthouse cities.
In closing, we discuss the timeline of the WP2 activities and the link between all the RECIPROCITY activities.
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List of abbreviations
RCP: Reciprocity
EC: European Commission
MTF: Mobility Task Force
RRDW: Roadmap Replication Definition Workshop
MMW: Master Mobility Workshop
LMW: Local Mobility Workshop
MM: Mobility Mission
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1. Mobility Training activities
As per the Grant Agreement, WP2 core objective is to support local stakeholders in gaining the necessary
capacities and skills to put innovative mobility solutions from other cities and contexts into practice. In that
context, local capacity strengthening, and knowledge transfer are particularly relevant in building the activities.
The key objective of the first task, T2.1, is to build a Mobility Training Activities’ program relevant to address the
mobility needs and challenges of local actors and sufficient to help nurture the RECIPROCITY ecosystem during
and beyond the project’s lifetime.
As per the Grant Agreement, it was decided to base this program on the results of the WP1 and especially the
results of the RRDW.
In the first part, we will develop the methodology used to build this program. In the second part, we will present
the general program.

1.1. Methodology
3 types of results were obtained during WP1:
1. Results from the interviews (D1.2) and the online survey: topics that stakeholders from cities,
regions & municipalities involved in the project are more interested in from a general point of view,
lessons & best-practices that they want to share with other local stakeholders, specific innovations
that they could potentially want to implement and mobility-related planning process that they want to
learn more about.
2. Results from the MMW and the LMW (D1.3): topics that stakeholders from every background were
more interested in.
3. Results from the RRDW (D1.5): at that point of the project, use-cases were selected and rated by
partners and local MTF. The use-cases with the highest rating, i.e., that stakeholders were more
interested in replicating, were presented during the RRDW. The results from these workshops led to
the replication roadmap.
As per the Grant, the WP2 started in M10 of the project. Several issues emerged:
1. The RRDW finished in late M10 of the project. Given the COVID-19 context, all the RRDWs had to take
place online which is more difficult to motivate the participants and gather sufficient results. Moreover,
some stakeholders were not yet at this stage that they exactly know how they want to develop their
mobility concepts and which use-cases may be interesting for them.
2. Regarding that context, it was not evident to make the difference between stakeholders taking part in
RECIPROCITY activities and stakeholders wanting to replicate a project. As the training activities aim
at providing stakeholders tools to replicate a project, taking the time needed to answer these questions
was crucial in building the training programme.
3. In addition to the need to answer this previous question, the question of the commitment of lighthouse
cities’ stakeholders to sharing their experiences with stakeholders from follower cities during the WP2
activities was also raised. The time taken to finish the RRDW was sufficient to establish a first list of
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cities’ stakeholders willing to share their experiences, especially within the Austrian and German
ecosystem.
To solve these issues, we proceed in two times:
1. We chose to have a program based on the results available but with a methodology offering flexibility.
The WP2 activities are scheduled to last for 19 months, meaning that the topics interesting for
stakeholders in M10 could not be that much interesting in M29. Moreover, the RECIPROCITY
ecosystem is built as an open ecosystem which means that stakeholders can enter this ecosystem at
any point of the project. Having flexibility in the organization of the activities means that we can offer a
dynamic program to every stakeholder at every point of the project.
2. We chose to draft a questionnaire (see Annex 1) to directly and clearly ask replication wills of use-cases
shared within the RECIPROCITY network from stakeholders from follower cities and commitment to
stakeholders from lighthouse cities. This questionnaire will be sent to stakeholders in M12 of the project
before the start of the WP2 activities. It will also be used to refine stakeholders’ needs and to make sure
that we offer adequate activities tailored to meet these needs.
Regarding the methodology used to build the program, we decided to implement these general rules:




All activities will be in English
If needed, translation and/or follow-up meetings in stakeholders’ native tongues can be provided
As per the Grant and regarding the COVID situation, all activities will be in digital format, except for the
capacity-building workshops linked to the Mobility Missions

The target audience was defined as stakeholders from follower cities, meaning that communication and
promotion of this program will target them. At the same time, all activities will be free of charge for every
stakeholder interested in the RECIPROCITY concept as it is always pertinent to facilitate cross-border and
cross-sectorial exchanges when dealing with innovative projects and one of the main interests of the project.
We defined several objectives and benefits for each activity, as seen below:

Activity

Objectives

Benefit (for the target audience)

Webinars

Giving stakeholders an exhaustive
view of the state-of-art regarding a
specific use-case selected during
WP1 + feedback on the
implementation of specific mobility
solutions

Discovering/getting new information on
specific topics/use-cases and defining
their core challenges and opportunities
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Activity

Objectives

Benefit (for the target audience)

Capacity-building workshops

Giving stakeholders an exhaustive
view of the state-of-art regarding a
specific topic discussed during
WP1+ dealing with their specific
issues when it comes to the
implementation of specific mobility
solutions

Defining
their
core
challenges/opportunities
and
a
roadmap for potential replication

One-to-one sessions

Facilitating exchanges between
lighthouse & follower cities on
specific use-cases and more
generally on the needs of follower
cities

Defining the roadmap for potential
replication

Figure 1 : Definition of the training activities with their objectives and their benefit
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1.2. Webinars’ presentation
A minimum of 6 webinars must be organized between M10 and M29 of the project. Twelve use-cases were
presented during the RRDW. We chose to prepare a program based on these 12 use-cases. Once the
needs and requirements from stakeholders will have been precised by the exploitation of the results from
the questionnaire (see Annex 1), we will be able to reduce the number of webinars to 6.
To pick the subjects, we worked around these 12 use-cases in relation to the WP1 other results (see D.1.5).
Every partner responsible for the use-case will be responsible for selecting the local experts for the plenary
session and handling the questions & answers part of the webinars. Partners will also be responsible for
making sure that the stakeholders are willing to present “their” use-case to the target audience. Support will
be provided by ERRIN as task leader and NextMove as WP leader.
The webinars’ format has been defined as below, in relation to the lessons learned during WP1 (see D1.3).
These webinars will be produced on Microsoft Teams.
Suggested format (digital) :
1. Global duration : 1h45
2. Plenary session (local experts) : 30 minutes
3. Presentation of the related tools by a member of the RCP team : 15 minutes
4. Presentation of the use-case selected : 45 minutes
5. Questions/answers : 15 minutes
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Based on the selected use-cases, the program has been defined as below:

USE
CASE
NUMBER

GENERAL
TOPIC

PLENARY
SESSION

PRESENTATION
OF A RELATED
RECIPROCITY
TOOL/ACTIVITY

PRESENTATION
OF THE USECASE

#1
Crossborder Mobility
App

Specific
mobility
Innovation:
MaaS

How to integrate
cars into smart
mobility
solutions in periurban/rural
areas ?

How
can
the
matchmaking tool
help stakeholders
build their own
network of smart
mobility
solutions ?

What is the scope
of the use-case ?
What
is
the
business
environnement ?
What are the
advantages and
the
disadvantages of
the use-case ?
What should be
known
by
a
follower city who
wants
to
implement
this
use-case ?

#2 Domino
MaaS

Specific
mobility
Innovation
MaaS

How to create a
new
mobility
offer by taking
into account all
the
existing
solutions
and
the user needs ?

How
can
the
impact
model
assessment help
a city who wants
to
prioritize
already existing
solutions
when
building a new
offer ?

What is the scope
of the use-case ?
What
is
the
business
environnement ?
What are the
advantages and
the
disadvantages of
the use-case ?
What should be
known
by
a
follower city who
wants
to
implement
this
use-case ?

-

:
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USE
CASE
NUMBER

GENERAL
TOPIC

PLENARY
SESSION

PRESENTATION
OF A RELATED
RECIPROCITY
TOOL/ACTIVITY

PRESENTATION
OF THE USECASE

#6
SOFtly
Mobile
Tourism
Mobility

Specific
mobility
Innovation
MaaS

Creating a smart
mobility solution
in rural areas

How
can
the
impact
model
assessment help
a city in periurban/rural area
evaluating
the
impact
of
implemeting new
mobility solutions
into environments
not
made
for
these solutions ?

What is the scope
of the use-case ?
What
is
the
business
environnement ?
What are the
advantages and
the
disadvantages of
the use-case ?
What should be
known
by
a
follower city who
wants
to
implement
this
use-case ?

#10 Charging
for
electric
cars

Mobilityrelated
processes :
New services
&
mobility
solutions

How can a city
create a whole
chain
of
changes when
implemeting a
new
mobility
solution ?

How
can
the
matchmaking tool
can help a city
learn from its
peers when it
comes
to
implemeting small
but
efficient
changes ?

What is the scope
of the use-case ?
What
is
the
business
environment
?
What are the
advantages and
the
disadvantages of
the use-case ?
What should be
known
by
a
follower city who
wants
to
implement
this
use-case ?

#21
Micromobility

Mobilityrelated
processes :
New services

How can actors
from
all the
sectors
work
together in order
to answer all the
challenges
of

How
can
the
matchmaking tool
can help a city
learn from every
sector’s
stakeholders

What is the scope
of the use-case ?
What
is
the
business
environnement ?
What are the

:
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USE
CASE
NUMBER

GENERAL
TOPIC

PLENARY
SESSION

PRESENTATION
OF A RELATED
RECIPROCITY
TOOL/ACTIVITY

PRESENTATION
OF THE USECASE

&
mobility
solutions

the
micromobility
industry ?

when dealing with
a mobility-related
process ?

advantages and
the
disadvantages of
the use-case ?
What should be
known
by
a
follower city who
wants
to
implement
this
use-case ?

#29
Ondemand Public
Transport

Mobilityrelated
processes
Public
transport
management

How can cities in
peri-urban/rural
areas
answer
the
public
transport
challenges
created by users
and their own
challenges
at
the same time ?

How
can
the
matchmaking tool
can help a city
learn from its
peers
when
dealing
with
issues
encountered
all
over Europe ?

What is the scope
of the use-case ?
What
is
the
business
environnement ?
What are the
advantages and
the
disadvantages of
the use-case ?
What should be
known
by
a
follower city who
wants
to
implement
this
use-case ?

#35
Hub

Specific
mobility
innovation :
New services
&
Mobility
solutions

Can
parking
management
resolve
the
climate issues of
cities
in
Europe ?

How
can
the
matchmaking tool
can help a city
learn from its
peers
when
dealing
with
issues
encountered
all
over Europe ?

What is the scope
of the use-case ?
What
is
the
business
environnement ?
What are the
advantages and
the
disadvantages of
the use-case ?
What should be
known
by
a

Parking
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USE
CASE
NUMBER

GENERAL
TOPIC

PLENARY
SESSION

PRESENTATION
OF A RELATED
RECIPROCITY
TOOL/ACTIVITY

PRESENTATION
OF THE USECASE

follower city who
wants
to
implement
this
use-case ?

#3
Autonomous
shuttle
for
passengers

Mobilityrelated
processes :
Safe,
connected &
autonomous
mobility

Can
autonomous
vehicles be the
threshold to start
the
implementation
of
efficient
smart-cities
policies ?

How
can
the
impact
assessment tool
help
a
city
evaluate
the
indirect impact of
implemeting new
mobility
solutions ?

What is the scope
of the use-case ?
What
is
the
business
environnement ?
What are the
advantages and
the
disadvantages of
the use-case ?
What should be
known
by
a
follower city who
wants
to
implement
this
use-case ?

#20 EMILIA

Mobilityrelated
processes :
Safe,
connected &
autonomous
mobility

Is the EU legal &
regulatory
framework
compatible with
the
implementation
of autonomous
vehicles in EU
cities ?

How can the voice
of
cities’
stakeholders will
be shared with
decision-makers

What is the scope
of the use-case ?
What
is
the
business
environnement ?
What are the
advantages and
the
disadvantages of
the use-case ?
What should be
known
by
a
follower city who
wants
to
implement
this
use-case ?
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Table 1: List of webinars of their content
As discussed in the previous part, the exploitation of the results from WP1 and especially the results from the
RRDW showed that some cities are more advanced when it comes to the potential replication of projects, it is
possible that local partners will offer to them webinars tailor-made to their problematics. Partners will be asked
to respect the format of the webinars chosen and will be responsible of the organization of these webinars with
support from NextMove as WP2 leader and ERRIN as T2.1 leader.
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1.3. Capacity-building workshops’ presentation
Capacity-building workshops will be linked to the Mobility Missions. The primary target audience will be the
stakeholders from lighthouse and follower cities attending the mission. As 2 capacity-building workshops must
be organized per each mission, we chose to:



Organize one capacity-building workshop during the mission
Organize a follow-up capacity building workshop 6-8 months after the mission.

The COVID situation makes the organization of physical events trickier. As agreed with the Project Officer, we
chose to reschedule the Mobility Missions and adapt the calendar of the task. Given that new context we will
proceed in two different ways to respect the timeline of the task and the spirit in which it was thought and written:
1. For the French and the Finnish missions, the first workshop will be a face-to-face workshop. The followup workshops will be digital workshops
2. For the Austrian and the Turkish missions, the first workshop will be a digital workshop. The follow-up
workshop will be a face-to-face workshop and will take place during the mission. The digital workshop
will be linked to the business workshops (WP3).
Partner responsible for the organization of the mission will also be responsible for the organization of the search
for a relevant expert within the local ecosystem. For the follow-up workshop, and if needed by the participants,
two experts (business/sectorial) can deliver the workshop. Every workshop will be evaluated, to have an
adequate and relevant second workshop. If some needs are not covered by these workshops, external partners
(EIT Kic Mobility, S3 Platform) can be asked to organize a “special” workshop. This will be reviewed in M22 of
the project once the core LEARN activities will have ended.
Based on these expectations, we defined three formats for the capacity-building workshops, as developed
below:
Capacity-building workshop #1 – Physical format (French & Finnish Missions)
1. Duration : 2 hours
2. Introduction/state of art (local expert) : 30 minutes
3. Presentation of the use-case selected (local stakeholder) : 20 minutes
4. Break : 10 minutes
5. Interactive workshop (local expert/local stakeholder/participants) : 1 hour
Capacity-building workshop #1bis – Digital format (Austrian & Turkish Missions) – Modality of delivery :
Microsoft Teams software
1. Duration : 1h30
2. Introduction/state of art (local expert) : 30 minutes
3. Presentation of the use-case selected (local stakeholder) : 30 minutes
4. Interactive workshop (local expert/local stakeholder/participants) : 30 minutes
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Capacity-building workshop #2 – Digital/Physical format (Every mission)
1. Duration : 2 hours
2. Introduction/Feedback on the first workshop/State of art (local expert) : 30 minutes
3. Interactive workshop (local experts/local stakeholders/participants) : 1h30
At that point of the project, the format defined is still very general. Regarding the tackled subjects, it was decided
to let stakeholders pick the subjects in a list of topics chosen in relation to the local highest-rated use-cases.
The suggested topics will be presented as below:
1. France (MM1): Safe, Connected & Autonomous Mobility (Tornado Project) or New Mobility
Services & Solutions (Smart Navigo, Parkunload)
2. Finland (MM2) : Safe, Connected & Autonomous Mobility : Integrated Operation of Regional Mobility
Services, Kyläkyyti-pilot, Last Mile Autonomous Delivery (LMAD), Jätkäsaari-pilot, Drone delivery
system
3. Turkey (MM3) : New Services & Mobility Solutions : Tuzla Bike Path, Intelligent BRT, Micromobility
(DUCKT)
4. Austria (MM4) : New Services & Mobility Solutions (SaMo) or Safe, Connected & Autonomous
Mobility (River Taxi, Freight/Passenger Shuttle)
Stakeholders will be asked to answer a questionnaire which will help the local partners build a more specific
programme around the expressed needs of stakeholders participating in the activities. They will also be
asked to vote for their favourite use-case that they want to learn more about. In addition, we will ask
stakeholders from lighthouse cities to share data on their use-cases in order to use our simulation-based
quantitative impact assessment and give all the information needed to stakeholders from follower cities who
want to replicate an use-case (Annex 2). Local partners will also have the possibility to add a topic of interest
for stakeholders in the workshops.
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1.4. One-to-one sessions’ presentation
We defined an objective of organizing eight (8) one-to-one sessions which will be the key tool to answer the
follower cities’ stakeholders’ specific needs, especially those who want to replicate a project and learn more
about the experiences of lighthouse cities sharing similar backgrounds and/or experiences. We will use the
platform REMO to deliver these sessions. We plan on starting the sessions in February 2022 (M13) and having
one of them every two months until the end of the task (M29).
As per the Grant, the target audience is composed of stakeholders from follower cities who are willing to replicate
a project within the RECIPROCITY ecosystem. The experience from stakeholders from lighthouse cities will be
sought to answer the needs from participants. If needed, external experts’ advice can also be sought. As with
other activities, the one-to-one sessions will be open to every stakeholder who want to take part to the
RECIPROCITY activities.
The one-to-one sessions will last two hours. At most, stakeholders can expect to have four (4) meetings of thirty
minutes (30) minutes. The number of meetings per session depends on the needs of stakeholders participating
to these sessions. There will be no suggested topics for stakeholders – every subject can be discussed during
these sessions if it can encourage a follower city to involve itself in a replication activity. Stakeholders can attend
as many sessions as they wish throughout the project.
These one-to-one sessions will be managed according to the process developed below:
1. A calendar with the sessions’ dates will be send to stakeholders within the RECIPROCITY in January
2022 (M12)
2. Local partners will ensure the communication of these dates to their local ecosystem
3. Stakeholders who have registered to the sessions will be sent a questionnaire about their specific needs
and requirements thirty (30) days before the session and will be fulfill it fifteen (15) days before the
session
4. These fifteen (15) days will be used by the partners involved in the T2.1 to do the matchmaking among
participants based on the results of the questionnaire and/or to find the relevant experts or stakeholders
to answer the participants’ needs
5. A follow-up questionnaire will be sent after the session. As with other activities, local partners will be
responsible for tracking the participants’ activities and commitment to the training activities
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1.5. Suggested timeline for the training activities
ACTIVITY

DATE

RESPONSIBLE
PARTNER

KPI

WEBINAR 1

February
(M13)

2022

To be defined
according to the
subject of the
webinar

20 participants

1-1 SESSION

February
(M13)

2022

T2.1 partners

5 participants

WEBINAR 2

April 2022 (M15)

To be defined
according to the
subject of the
webinar

20 participants

CAPACITY
BUILDING
WORKSHOP
(DIGITAL)

April 2022 (M15)

OKAN

20 participants

1-1 SESSION

May 2022 (M16)

T2.1 partners

5 participants

WEBINAR 3

June 2022 (M17)

To be defined
according to the
subject of the
webinar

20 participants

CAPACITYBUILDING
WORKSHOP

June 2022 (M17)

NextMove

30 participants

1-1 SESSION

July 2022 (M18)

T2.1 partners

5 participants

CAPACITY
BUILDING
WORKSHOP

September 2022
(M20)

HURC

30 participants

1-1 SESSION

September 2022
(M20)

T2.1 partners

5 participants

WEBINAR 4

October
(M21)

To be defined
according to the
subject of the
webinar

20 participants

2022
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ACTIVITY

DATE

RESPONSIBLE
PARTNER

KPI

FOLLOW-UP
CAPACITY
BUILDING
WORKSHOP

October
(M21)

OKAN

30 participants

1-1 SESSION

November 2022
(M22)

T2.1 partners

7 participants

CAPACITYBUILDING
WORKSHOP
(Digital)

November 2022
(M22)

BIZUP

20 participants

FOLLOW-UP
CAPACITYBUILDING
WORKSHOP

December 2022
(M23)

NextMove

30 participants

WEBINAR 5

January
(M24)

2023

To be defined
according to the
subject of the
webinar

20 participants

1-1 SESSION

January
(M24)

2023

T2.1 partners

5 participants

FOLLOW-UP
CAPACITY
BUILDING
WORKSHOP

February
(M25)

2023

HURC

30 participants

1-1 session

February
(M25)

2023

T2.1 partners

7 participants

WEBINAR 6

March
(M26)

2023

To be defined
according to the
subject of the
webinar

20 participants

1-1 session

May 2023 (M28)

T2.1 Partners

10 participants

FOLLOW-UP
CAPACITYBUILDING
WORKSHOP

June 2023 (M29)

BIZUP

30 participants

2022

Table 2: Timeline of the training activities
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2. Mobility
planning

missions’

Considering the COVID situation in Europe, the Mobility Missions had to be rescheduled, in agreement with the
Project Officer. Promotion is expected to start in February 2022. The missions will be open to stakeholders
within the RECIPROCITY ecosystem, but stakeholders from all over Europe can attend if they feel the need to
do so.
The French Mobility Mission will be the first mission and will take place in June 2022 (M17). Next will be the
Finnish Mobility Mission which is scheduled in September 2022 (M20). It will be followed by the Turkish Mobility
Mission which is scheduled in April 2023 (M21). The Austrian Mobility Mission will take place in June 2023
(M29).
The missions will follow the same agenda, as per the Grant Agreement:




Day 1: Welcome and full-day deep dive into the lighthouse city ecosystem, latest upgrades, and impact,
share tools & procedures, etc. (Format: seminar and workshops)
Day 2: Visit key facilities/ entities, meet with local enterprises/SMEs and successful use cases, that
enable participants to understand key network success factors
Day 3: Capacity-building workshop & individual meetings based on individual goals, to share best
practices, identify replication tools and solutions

Considering the delaying of the missions and as explained in the first part of the deliverable, the Austrian and
Turkish capacity-building workshops will take place in a digital format before the mission (see 1.5).
To select the topics addressed during the Mobility Missions, we had the same approach as for all the training
activities, i.e selecting topics chosen in relation to the local highest-rated use-cases. Once the promotion of the
Mobility Mission will have begun, registered stakeholders will be able to vote for the use-cases that they want
to know more about. That way, partners will be able to finalize the agenda of the mission, based on stakeholders’
interest This approach gives flexibility to partners responsible for the organization of the mission in offering a
tailor-made experience to participants based on their needs and expectations.
The topics of the missions will be the ones developed below:
1. France (MM1): Safe, Connected & Autonomous Mobility (Tornado Project) or New Mobility
Services & Solutions (Smart Navigo, Parkunload)
2. Finland (MM2) : Safe, Connected & Autonomous Mobility : Integrated Operation of Regional Mobility
Services, Kyläkyyti-pilot, Last Mile Autonomous Delivery (LMAD), Jätkäsaari-pilot, Drone delivery
system
3. Turkey (MM3) : New Services & Mobility Solutions : Tuzla Bike Path, Intelligent BRT, Micromobility
(DUCKT)
4. Austria (MM4) : New Services & Mobility Solutions (SaMo) or Safe, Connected & Autonomous
Mobility (River Taxi, Freight/Passenger Shuttle)
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3. Annex 1: Questionnaire
Context
The project aims to initiate and support replication projects in at least 20 cities and municipalities
varying in size, location, degree of urbanisation and mobility demand. They will be equipped with the
tools, knowledge and contacts to accelerate the process of replicating innovative mobility solutions.
The consortium will organise coordination and support actions along the process from idea to
implementation to nurture replication.
Lighthouse cities will share their experience implementing innovative mobility use cases, and follower
cities are willing to learn and implement changes in their mobility sector. They will share their needs
and challenges and replicate use cases developing a roadmap with concrete projects linked to their
mobility strategy. Cities can be both lighthouse and follower cities at the same time, depending on
their needs and requirements on different topics
This questionnaire will support the RECIPROCITY project in gathering your priorities, needs and
interest to design project tools and services (online platform, matchmaking services, financial and
legal support, workshops, webinars, etc.) that can boost the replication of innovative mobility
solutions across Europe.

Questionnaire







Name:
Surname:
Organisation:
Position:
City/municipality/region:
Contact person/organisation in the RECIPROCITY consortium:

Questionnaire for follower cities
1. Please select one or more use case(s) that you commit to replicate in your
city/municipality/region:
(There will be a list of use cases with a hyperlink to the one-pager)





X
Y
z

2. Please indicate the activities you can commit to:
Select one or more







Attend online webinars and workshops
Travel to one or more Mobility Missions (MM) to attend physical meetings. (A
Mobility Mission is an expert site visit to lighthouse cities to experience pioneering
mobility solutions first-hand and learn about their implementation. Four MM will be
organised in Austria, France, Finland and Turkey)
Find the budget to replicate one or more use cases in your city/municipality/region
Implement one or more use cases in your city/municipality/region
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4. Annex 2: Required data
for simulation based-impact
assessment
The transportation model requires some data to be set up and run in a microsimulation. In this way,
simulation outputs can give realistic results.
For unavailable information, assumptions to reflect “normal/ordinary/customary” situations will be
made, reducing simulation realism.
For simulation of specific use-cases, further data may be necessary. Below, the list of data expected
to be sufficient for most use-cases is listed.
4.1. Location and Boundary of the Working Area

4.2. Road Geometry (lengths, lanes, curvature)




Number of lanes
Lane length
Free-flow speed

For intersections:



Turn lanes
Their vehicle storage lengths.

If detailed data is not available in this category, intermediary programs such as Google earth or aerial
photographs may/will be used when creating a model.
4.3. Control Data


Locations of traffic control devices



Signal-timing settings (green, yellow and red times within each cycle time)
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4.4. Vehicle Characteristic
The characteristics of all vehicles in the current situation and planned to participate in transportation
should be detailed.


The brand and model of an existing car; e.g. 20 Renault ZOE, 25 Nissan van Elgrand, 42 Smart
Fortwo or



OR, the length, maximum speed, maximum acceleration, maximum deceleration values should
be defined; e.g. Bus: Length:40 ft, Maximum Speed 65mi/h, Maximum Acceleration: 5 ft/s2,
Maximum Deceleration: 15 ft/s2. Number of Buses: 120



Type of fuel used (gasoline, octane rating, diesel fuel grades, etc.)



For e-vehicles, vehicle mass (kg), power (kW), battery capacity (kWh), motor and battery type,
and certified energy consumption (kWh/100 km).

4.5. Traffic Demand


The traffic demand between the zones in the region must be specified. For this, it is necessary to
create an Origin-Destination matrix or specify how the trips are distributed among the zones.



Existing and planned public transport routes, and vehicles using these lines



The number of passengers coming to the region and which vehicles they will use



Number of vehicles using the region for transit



Does traffic demand change seasonally or periodically?



If a traffic count has been made in the working area, it is useful.
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RECIPROCITY (Replication of innovative concepts for peri-urban, rural or inner-city mobility),
coordinated by R-Tech Regensburg (Germany), involves 10 partners including clusters, regional development
agencies, innovation accelerators and universities. The project started in February 2021 and will run for 32
months.

COORDINATOR

RECIPROCITY_EU

Uwe Pfeil
uwe.pfeil@techbase.de

RECIPROCITY project
COMMUNICATIONS
Martin Stroleny

www.reciprocity-project.eu

m.stroleny@greenovate-europe.eu
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